To:         West Valley Citizen Task Force  
From:   Bill Logue, Citizen Task Force Facilitator  
Date: April 25, 2018  
Subject: Summary of the April 4 and 11, 2018 Conference Calls of the Ad Hoc Scoping Work Group

CTF Members and Alternates Attending
April 4 call: Loraine Della Porta, Barbara Frackiewicz, Tony Memmo, Mary Reid, Ray Vaughan, Eric Wohlers.
April 11 call: Loraine Della Porta, Barbara Frackiewicz, Tony Memmo, Mary Reid, Ray Vaughan.

DISCUSSION
The CTF members reviewed and discussed revisions and additions to the draft SEIS comments compiled and circulated after each call. At the outset, Mr. Vaughan reiterated on both calls that he would be submitting his own detailed comments and that if CTF members felt that his suggestions for comments, either in number or detail, were more than the CTF felt comfortable with that they should feel free to reduce or eliminate comments.

What follows are general summaries of the discussion from both calls. The following points were made and reflected in the various draft and suggestions for additional comments that were reviewed.

- The 1998 CTF final report and 2004 resolution forms a basis for the CTF comments and continued support of full exhumation.
- Comments were expanded with respect to community character including the surrounding area, downstream, Seneca Nation of Indians and Canada.
- The group discussed the concept of future phases and decided that they should not but that full exhumation should be the goal within the concept that future technology and economics could make this possible.
- In any scenario where a hybrid alternative is selected or full exhumation occurs over a long period of time, the modeling (under the Phase 1 Studies, PPA and SEIS) and analysis should be rigorous and assumptions transparent. Detailed comments were developed on modeling with respect to erosion, seismicity and aseismicity. Comments were also developed with respect to model transparency and necessity of maintaining the integrity and availability of modeling over time.
- There was discussion about incorporation of monitoring with respect to cancers and health impacts.
- Comments on the incorporation of climate change into the analysis were added.
- The work group discussed structure and opening and closing comments.